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Summary
The aim of the article is to study the identity construction in Ukrainian sector of Face-

book social network through the prism of defense mechanism “overcompensation”. Psycho-
linguistic research methods, namely discourse analysis, the method of contextual and intuitive 
logical interpretation analysis are used in this empirical, inductive study. The study identified 
that the most desirable characteristics for an individual are hardline attitude, self-confidence, 
self-control, persistence, buoyancy, ambition for self-development and self-actualization, stead-
fastness, rebelliousness, adventurism, humanity, kindness. The Ukrainian social network users 
are strongly attracted by such gender roles as “real man” and “strong woman” as well as such 
situational social roles as “powerful man”, “rebel”, “learner”, “cynic”, “expert-adviser”, “nihil-
ist”, “sage”, “leader”, “hedonist”. We argue that an individual who constructs his/her personal 
identity through the defense mechanism “overcompensation” has clearly demonstrated need 
for power, an individual is convinced of the moral righteousness of what he/she believes in. 
The need for power motivates an individual in quest for leadership. In this case, an individual 
is focused on charismatic leadership, that is, he/she positions himself/herself as a person who, 
by virtue of his/her personal abilities and qualities, is able to have a profound and extraordinary 
influence on the people around him/her. The preferable psychological types of leader are “hero 
leader”, “leader-standard”, “erudite leader”. The charismatic leadership is only an immanent 
orientation of consciousness toward a desired identity, no matter it is real or imagined, but this 
orientation certainly affects the real identity construction.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Interdisciplinary approach to the study of identity. The potential of mass commu-
nication technologies, social networks and the blogosphere for communicating with a wider 
audience inspires research studies, which focus on scientific understanding of modern commu-
nication processes from the perspective of the impact of innovative technology on the trans-
formation of various social practices. Research interest in the relevant processes in the areas 
concerning Internet communication has been reflected in various fields of scientific knowledge, 
namely philology, psychology, sociology, cultural studies, philosophy, etc. The feasibility of 
integrating interdisciplinary viewpoints, research approaches and methods developed within 
the framework of long-established scientific disciplines has contributed to the emergence of a 
number of interdisciplinary studies (visual studies, digital studies, media studies, etc.). Experi-
ence of interdisciplinary research in the field of modern media and communications has proved 
the usefulness of the interdisciplinary approach to the study of identity (both personal and 
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social) in the global communication environment in general, and in social networks in partic-
ular. Research carried out by Back, Stopfer, Vazire, Gaddis, Schmukle, Egloff, Gosling (Back 
et al., 2010) substantiated and confirmed by experimental data that social networks have effec-
tive potential for studying real identity, since they transmit reliable information about a person 
(close environment, appearance, interests, likes and dislikes, behaviors, etc.), although certain 
aspects can be idealized. Despite the fact that modern Internet technologies provide ample 
opportunities for creating identities, researchers have endeavored to expand the scope of study-
ing the social and communicative features of network user identity beyond the outlined circle 
of the Internet. The reasons were to be found in the fact that the concept “network culture” is 
used not only to characterize the communicative environment of the Internet, but also to desig-
nate a culture based on network logic. Thus, the concept “network culture” can be applied to all 
society, whose everyday culture is increasingly represented in the form of network structures 
(Romm & Luchikhina, 2011). At present network culture is considered as a new cultural type 
that has arisen to respond to the spreads of global networks and that is going to replace the 
culture of postmodernism (Varnelis, 2020). Therefore, identity as an object of research will 
continue to maintain its current broad scope and relevance in the interdisciplinary discourse of 
humanitarian knowledge.

1.2. Identity on the Web as an object of research. The research area of identity is com-
plex and multifaceted because social, ethnic (national), personal, gender, professional, religious 
and other types of identity are investigated at present time. The widest possible definition of 
the research area of identity has made it possible to bring together the research interests of lin-
guists, psychologists, sociologists, cultural scientists and others. So, analyzing personal iden-
tity as a person’s awareness of his/her own unity and integrity in space and time, Lysack and 
Kosenschuk (Lysack & Kosenchuk, 2016) distinguished in the structure of personal identity two 
levels, namely individual, which includes a set of unique, peculiar qualities, and sociocultural, 
which involves identification with the norms of the social environment and with the symbolic 
world of culture. Based on analysis of impact of a blogosphere and computer games on identifi-
cation processes in modern society Lysack and Kosenschuk argue that the main mechanisms of 
identity construction are narration and reflexive interaction. Bogomolova (Bogomolova, 2014) 
revealed complex differentiation associated with social network users’ ambiguous approaches 
to identity, that are subjective or non-subjective. The first approach to identity takes the form 
of disclosure of individual’s true identity in real and virtual life, the second approach to iden-
tity manifests itself in an effort to avoid real contacts, withdraw into virtual space, and in the 
false identity formation. Borgmann (Borgmann, 2013) argues that the culture of technology, 
and of information technology particularly, has opened up fields of diversity and contingency 
that invite us to comprehend our identities in newly responsible, intricate, and open-minded 
ways. Davis (Davis, 2014) applied classical theories of identity from psychology and sociol-
ogy to research on the nature of youth identity in a digital age, and conducted an empirical 
investigation that examined how youth approach identity expression, both online and offline. 
Terras, Ramsay, Boyle (Terras et al., 2015) outlined a psychologically driven discussion of 
the similarities and differences between online and offline contexts, and factors that influence 
online content creation and identity. Researchers point to the need for a comprehensive under-
standing of two factors, namely the increasing opportunities for content production, interaction 
and collaboration owing to Web 2.0 technologies and the increasing difficulties for users to 
reflect upon how these new practices have changed behaviors in online compared with offline 
environments. In this study the personal identity construction in Ukrainian sector of social net-
work Facebook has been researched from the perspective of the communicative-compensatory 
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processes. The scientific value of the research is in the further development of the social identity 
theory related to the communication adaptation theory. The research purpose is to study the real 
or projected identity construction in Ukrainian sector of Facebook social network through the 
prism of the psychological defense mechanism “overcompensation”.

2. Materials & Methods

General scientific research methods were used in the study: analysis, classification, 
observation, description. And furthermore, so it is the empirical, inductive study we believe it 
would be justifiable to use such psycholinguistic research methods as discourse analysis, the 
method of contextual and intuitive logical interpretive analysis. The starting point of discourse 
analysis is the statement that we gain access to reality through a language that not only reflects 
reality, but also constructs it. In other words, language is not just a channel for information 
exchange about phenomena, facts or behavior of people, but a mechanism that generates and 
constitutes the social world (Jorgensen & Phillips, 2002). When viewed from the perspective 
of psycholinguistics, the sphere of research interests of identity becomes the external phase of 
speech production, which affects the grammatical structuring and choice of the word form (the 
level of the lexical and grammatical structure of the sentence), and the internal phase of the 
speech-thinking process, in which the explication of intentions is realized, notably the embodi-
ment of the internal (semantic) program of utterance (semantic syntax) and the verbalization of 
the meanings selected in the internal speech (Akhutina, 2008). At the same time, discourse anal-
ysis in the framework of psycholinguistic study on the text organization in specific socio-cog-
nitive practices highlights the reflexive mechanisms settled in these practices and defined by 
them and, in turn, have a reciprocal effect on the practices (Machikova, 2015). Therefore, in this 
study the method of contextual and intuitive logical interpretive analysis was used in order to 
identify the meanings of publications based on personal experience and logical thinking. Con-
tent analysis was used to separate certain patterns into thematic groups, which made it possible 
to identify the dominant senses in publications. The material for this empirical research are text 
fragments that are posted on the Ukrainian websites of Facebook social network.

3. Results and discussions

3.1. Social-psychological approach to identity studies. In this paper the conceptual-
ization of identity is based on the social-psychological approach, according to which identity 
is not so much an internal integrity as a result of coordination, balance between the potential 
integrity, personal meanings and societal values, which must be recognized by those whose 
opinion matters in society (Selyugina, 2012). Thus, under this approach, identity, on the one 
hand, is a reflection of internal processes, on the other hand, social systems and context are 
something that can impose an imprint on the individual (Patyrbaeva et al., 2012). The pro-
cesses of identity constriction at a certain phase of its development and its repeated changes 
that occur owing to the dialogues between a person and other people are the factors due to 
which the dichotomies “inner self – consistency with social values”, “stability – variabil-
ity”, “integrity – adaptation” become internally integrated (Selyugina, 2012). Mead’s theory 
of the `Generalized Other` (Mead, 2015) has been chosen as a starting point for this research 
study. Mead regards a man as a product of biosocial evolution, who has capacity to inter-
nalize norms and values, that is, to use the reactions of “Others” to one or another situation 
to construct his own internal motives for activity. The most important mechanism of social 
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norm internalization becomes “role-taking” in which the individual responds to social ges-
tures, and adopts common attitudes. The individual assumes the role of another person, and 
in each imaginary situation he/she as if plays out a certain scenario in front of an audience 
(Schwabe, 2019). Each social role promotes certain social values. Since each individual has 
his/her own understanding of social values, each event becomes relevant in the context of 
the social roles he or she adopts. In the concept of social personality each actor is regarded 
in two aspects, namely as a performer and as a stage character, the embodiment of some kind 
of vital energy, attractive personal and business qualities, the effect of which is reproduced 
by an individual due to his ability to get into character. By simulating and imitating a certain 
character, a person tries to ascribe the desirable features to himself/herself and then to anchor 
his/her image in the minds of other peoples (Goffman, 1958). Developing the general idea of 
social formation of personality, Lysak and Kosenchuk adopted the concept “roleplaying set”. 
According to their concept, along with a core of personal identity, there is a dynamic role-
playing set that aids a person in adapting to changing life situations, while the core of identity 
remains intact. Adopting some ideas and opposing others, accepting and sharing new attitudes, 
values, norms, a person relates them to certain social conditions and environment. That makes 
it possible to change these attitudes, values, norms depending on the situation, without losing 
the feeling of own integrity (Lysak & Kosenchuk, 2016). Based on the foregoing, this study 
will define a personal identity as the embodiment of all roles, characteristics and capacities 
that are constructed by an individual in accordance with specific realities of the social fabric. 
The identity construction can occur in a variety of ways. Thus, according to Goffman (1958), 
the successful staging of any fictional characters requires the same technique to which human 
beings resort to cope with adversities; they have to abide by the chosen definition of the situa-
tion and engage appropriate means of individual expression (Goffman, 1958).

The characteristic technique employed by the Ukrainian social network users is reckon-
ing themselves among important people, ascribing themselves certain qualities, characteristics, 
character traits with the help of posting on social network accounts the specially-tailored ver-
sions of aphorisms and quotations (real and attributed ones) of famous people with accompa-
nying pictures of these people (famous historical figures, literary and movie characters, myth-
ical heroes, national heroes, etc.). Such posts confirm that in the process of socialization the 
Ukrainian social network users bring themselves into correlation not only with specific social 
roles, but also with person-related descriptions that correspond to their own personal tendencies. 
Such ideal figurative constructions, which have a clearly defined value relevance, bear a sym-
bolic meaning, and are the result of interpretation of culture and its symbols (Assmann, 2013), 
connect a person with his/her contemporaries, form “a common space of experience, expecta-
tion, activity, which binding force provides mutual trust and the possibility to select the guid-
ance appropriate to needs” (Lysak, Kosenchuk, 2016). We consider it is important to note the 
significance and preference of this technique for constructing identity, which is based on the 
dialogical mutual affirmation “I – You”, “I – We”. Thus, in the view of Gladyshev (2012), 
the ideal form of identity construction is always a dialogic interpenetration, which contributes 
to the full self-affirmation of both an individual and society and has the highest social value 
(Gladyshev, 2012). Since identity construction is a phenomenon that takes place at all levels 
of mental activity, identity should be studied not only as a contents, but also as a process. This 
approach provides an opportunity not only to explore types of identity, but also to understand 
the rationale of the choices made. In the view of Tselmina (2003), the starting point for the 
social-psychological study of identity is identifying specific forms of psychological defense 
mechanisms. Tselmina argues that the system of psychological defense acts as one of the mental 
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determinants of identity, behavior, and personality adaptation, playing along with social and 
biological determinants an important role in the identity construction (Tselmina, 2003). 

In this study social networks are regarded as an environment for compensatory commu-
nication, which aims to harmonize the communicative world of the individual if he/her lacks for 
close emotional ties with people and suffers from deficiency of close, intimate, trusting relation-
ships, that is to say, that is usually experienced in loneliness (Gladyshev, 2001). An important 
element in studying compensatory communication is a special focus on its pragmatic aspect, 
that is longing for self-affirmation and gratification of emotional hunger (Vaughan, 1926). 

3.2. Components of personal identity in the Ukrainian sector of social networks. Com-
municative-compensatory processes that find expression in the Ukrainian social network users’ 
posts to be the integration of verbal components with visual images of famous people, are trig-
gered by defense mechanism “overcompensation”, which at the linguistic level is manifested 
in the evaluating some person as a unique individuality worthy of admiration. Thus, the real or 
illusory image of such person is used by a creator of the image to assert his/her power, signif-
icance, value, that is, for self-affirmation and enhancing the status. The study of the Ukrainian 
sector of social networks found that the personal identity construction through the defense 
mechanism “overcompensation” is carried out in two directions. In the first case, when iden-
tification takes place on the basis of desired characteristics owned by a role model, a person 
answers the question “What am I like?”. The study identified the most important components 
of personal identity, namely:

1. Communicative component. Interactive ability, that is ability to establish contact and 
then interact on verbal and empathic levels, is emphasized in the following examples: Never 
go back to places where you feel ill at ease. Never ask those who once turned down your 
request. And stay away from those who once hurt you; Never apologize, never explain. Spare 
your excuses both for ones who like you and, above all, for ones who do not like you. The ones 
who do not like you will never believe you, and the ones who like will themselves figure out the 
excuses for you; I explain my success by the fact that I have never made excuses and never lis-
tened to excuses (FB). Among the psychological features of communicative personality behav-
ior that are exhibited in the posts and considered the most desirable in the personal identity 
structure, predominate hardline attitude, categoricalness, inflexibility.

2. Emotional volitional component. In the examples presented, the peculiarities of voli-
tional self-regulations, which are manifested in situation-specific conditions correlated with the 
certain degree of calamity and challenge are emphasized, namely self-confidence: I want that. 
So it will be (FB); self-control: The scale of your personality is determined by thresholds of the 
problem that can drive you crazy; I haven’t not fail. I have just found 10,000 ways that won’t 
work (FB); persistence: The hardest thing is to start acting, everything else depends only on 
perseverance; Sometimes even the maximum of our capabilities is not enough, and we have to 
do what we previously considered beyond capacity of human beings (FB); buoyancy: I am an 
optimist. It does not seem too much use being anything else; Success is the ability to move from 
failure to failure without losing enthusiasm; An optimist is a person who buys a wallet for the 
last money; A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the opportunity 
in every difficulty (FB).

3. Meaning-making and motivational component related to reflection, self-examination 
and structuring of perceptual experience. Posts, which reflect the meaning-making and moti-
vational component of personal identity highlight the most important aspects for an individual, 
which could be objects, subjects or phenomena of environment or inner world of human, and 
set guidelines for behavior and individual development. Given examples emphasize self-belief: 
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Be a light for yourself, be a pillar for yourself, stick to your own truth as the only light; How 
good it is when the switch of your light is in your own hands (FB); ambition for self-develop-
ment and self-actualization: To improve means to change, to be perfect means to change often 
(FB); persistence, perseverance: If the wind will not serve, take to the oars (FB); steadfastness: 
When we long for life without difficulties, remind us that oaks grow strong in contrary winds 
and diamonds are made under pressure (FB); decisiveness: You can never cross the ocean 
unless you have the courage to lose sight of the shore (FB); rebelliousness: Twenty years from 
now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. 
So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. 
Explore. Dream. Discover (FB); adventurism: I’d rather die of passion than boredom; History 
will be kind to me, for I intend to write it (FB).

4. Moral component. Presented examples evince individual’s attitude to the moral val-
ues, norms, ideals of society, which in the process of interiorization turn into internal motives 
and personal meanings. The posts emphasize humanity: Remember, if you ever need a helping 
hand, you’ll find one at the end of your arm. As you grow older, you will discover that you have 
two hands: one for helping yourself, the other for helping others (FB); couth: There is over-
whelming evidence that the higher the level of self-esteem, the more likely one will be to treat 
others with respect, kindness, and generosity (FB); kindness: Weakness is not a lack of strength. 
Weakness is a lack of kindness (FB).

3.3. Personal identity from the perspective of social roles. In the second case, when identi-
fication occurs through social roles, an individual answers the question “Who am I?”. The study 
has revealed social roles the Ukrainian social network users are strongly attracted by, namely:

1. Gender roles. They are represented as the normative varieties of behavior expected 
from an individual as a person of a particular gender: “real man”: An ideal man is an initiator of 
events, not a consumer of them; The criterion of a real man is not the suffering he has endured. 
It is the lessons he has learned from suffering; A man of dignity and intelligence can never be 
ugly; “strong woman”: If you regard women as the fair sex, try to drag a blanket at night onto 
you side (FB).

2. Episodic situation roles, namely “powerful man”: Power is a drug. Who tried it at 
least once is poisoned forever; When eagles are silent, parrots begin to chatter; The Prime 
Minister of Great Britain has nothing to hide from the President of the United States (FB); 
“celebrity”: My reputation grows with every failure (FB); “maverick”, “rebel”: There’s still 
time, so run away from the prison you’ve imprisoned yourself in! A little courage, a little risk 
is only required. And remember: you have nothing to lose. You can only lose your chains, you 
can lose your boredom, you can lose that constant feeling inside you that something is missing 
(FB); “learner”: If you don’t make a mistake, you cannot learn; In chess you can become a great 
master only if you realize your own mistakes and weaknesses. Exactly like in life (FB); “cynic”: 
Reading the biography, remember that the truth is never suitable for publication; martyrdom: 
The only way a man can become famous without ability (FB); “expert-adviser”: When you long 
for something, do your best to achieve it. Even if it doesn’t work out, you’ll know you have tried 
your best (FB); “nihilist”: Only by denying all views of the public of what you’re supposed to 
be you will learn who you truly are. Only by learning who you are you will foresee who you can 
become (FB); “sage”: Fortune knocks once at every man’s door, but a person at this time is often 
in the nearest pub and does not hear any knock (FB); “leader”: If you want to build a ship, you 
need not gather people, plan, distribute the work, provide an effective tool. It is necessary to 
fill people with a passion for the nondescript sea. Then they will build a ship themselves (FB); 
“hedonist”: I have taken more out of alcohol than alcohol has taken out of me (FB).
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4. Conclusions

In the construction real or projected identity in Ukrainian sector of Facebook social 
network through the prism of the defense mechanism “overcompensation” the most desir-
able characteristics and character traits for an individual are hardline attitude, self-confidence, 
self-control, persistence, buoyancy, ambition for self-development and self-actualization, stead-
fastness, rebelliousness, adventurism, humanity, kindness. The Ukrainian social network users 
are strongly attracted by such gender roles as “real man” and “strong woman” as well as such 
situational social roles as “powerful man”, “rebel”, “learner”, “cynic”, “expert-adviser”, “nihil-
ist”, “sage”, “leader”, “hedonist”. These results prompt the conclusion that an individual who 
constructs his/her personal identity through the defense mechanism “overcompensation” has 
clearly demonstrated need for power, he/she is convinced of the moral righteousness of what 
he/she believes in. The need for power motivates an individual in quest for leadership. In this 
case, an individual is focused on charismatic leadership, that is, he/she positions himself/herself 
as a person who, by virtue of his personal abilities and qualities, is able to have a profound and 
extraordinary influence on the people around him/her. The preferable psychological types of 
leader are “hero leader” (a person who sacrifices himself for others, has ability to lead people 
in times of trial, whose courage unites people. People regard hero leader as the standard of jus-
tice); “leader-standard” (a person who is loved, idealized and idolized. Leader-standard attracts, 
charges his/her followers with positive energy); “erudite leader” (a person who is distinguished 
by the breadth of knowledge). It should be emphasized that the charismatic leadership is only 
an immanent orientation of consciousness toward a desired identity, no matter it is real or only 
imagined, but this orientation certainly affects the real identity construction.
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